1 Wednesday
8pm Odd Squad
Odds and Ends
8:30pm Arthur
I Wanna Hold Your Hand/Whistling in the Wind
9pm Ready Jet Go!
Beep Has The Blues/Chore Day
9:30pm WordGirl
My Dad, My Teacher, My Dad, My Teacher/Castle! Dungeon! Fortress! So?
10pm Sesame Street
New Year's Eve On Sesame Street
10:30pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel and Margaret Visit the Farm/Fireflies and Fireworks
11pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Good Morning Daniel/Goodnight Daniel
11:30pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Slumber Party/Puptastic
12am Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Flight of the Penguin/Let's Go Fly A Kite
12:30am Dinosaur Train
I'm A T. Rex/Ned The Quadruped

2 Thursday
8pm Odd Squad
Skip Day/The Great Grimaldi
8:30pm Arthur
Get Smart/Baby Steps
9pm Ready Jet Go!
Try and Try Again/Racing On Sunshine
9:30pm WordGirl
Tobey's Masterpiece/Chuck The Nice Pencil-Selling Guy
10pm Sesame Street
Four Furry Superheroes
10:30pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Looking for Snowball/Daniel's Neighbors Help
11pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Good Morning Daniel/Goodnight Daniel
11:30pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Slumber Party/Puptastic
12am Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Flight of the Penguin/Let's Go Fly A Kite
12:30am Dinosaur Train
I'm A T. Rex/Ned The Quadruped

3 Friday
8pm Nature Cat: Ocean Commotion
9pm Ready Jet Go!
Who Messed Up The Treehouse/?Fact Or Fiction?
9:30pm WordGirl
Mr. Big's Big Plan/Vocab Bee
10pm Sesame Street
Walking The Dog
10:30pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
It's Time to Go/Daniel Doesn't Want to Stop Playing
11pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Margaret's First Chime Time/Tiger Family Fun
11:30pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Fairy House/Pinkabotta & Peterbotta
12am Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Teeny Weeny Adventure/I See Seeds
12:30am Dinosaur Train
The Burrowers/Shiny's Sea Shells

4 Saturday
8pm Nature Cat: Ocean Commotion
9pm Ready Jet Go!
Comet Fever/Asteroid Patrol
9:30pm WordGirl
My Dad, My Teacher, My Dad, My Teacher/Castle! Dungeon! Fortress! So?
10pm Let's Go Luna!
What's The Big Idea?/Day of the Dead
10:30pm Nature Cat
Animal Rescue Crew/Nature of Dreams
11pm Arthur
Maria Speaks/Postcards from Binky
11:30pm Arthur
I Wanna Hold Your Hand/Whistling in the Wind
12am Odd Squad
Who Is Agent Otis?
12:30am Odd Squad
Odds and Ends

5 Sunday
8pm Nature Cat: Ocean Commotion
9pm Ready Jet Go!
Try and Try Again/Racing On Sunshine
9:30pm WordGirl
Tobey's Masterpiece/Chuck The Nice Pencil-Selling Guy
10pm Let's Go Luna!
Speaking Wigglewalker/London Frog
10:30pm Nature Cat
Stop and Hear The Cicadas/Cold-Blooded
11pm Arthur
Get Smart/Baby Steps
11:30pm Arthur
Based on a True Story (Part 1 & 2)

12am Odd Squad
Skip Day/The Great Grinaldi

12:30am Odd Squad
Oscar and the Oscarbots/Picture Day

**6 Monday**

8pm Odd Squad
First Day

8:30pm Arthur
Fifteen - Parts I & II

9pm Ready Jet Go!
What's A Satellite/Satellite Selfie

9:30pm WordGirl
Sparkling Clean/The Smile Collector

10pm Sesame Street
Math Magic

10:30pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniels Tiger Twirl/You Can Play Your Own Way

11pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Gets A Shot/A Stormy Night

11:30pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Invisible Band/Best Pink Present

12am Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
The Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!

12:30am Dinosaur Train
The Old Bird/Diamond Don

**7 Tuesday**

8pm Odd Squad
6:00 to 6:05

8:30pm Arthur
The Last Tough Customer/Brain's Chess Mess

9pm Ready Jet Go!
Ain't No Mars Mountain High Enough/Treasure Hunt

9:30pm WordGirl
Chuck E Sneeze/Swap Meat

10pm Sesame Street
Fixing X

10:30pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Calm at the Restaurant/Calm In Class

11pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Plays Ball/O Builds A Tower

11:30pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Pinkalicious/Glitterizer

12am Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Secret Super Digger/Pucker Up and Blow

12:30am Dinosaur Train
Fast Friends/T. Rex Teeth

**8 Wednesday**

8pm Odd Squad
The Trouble with Centigurps/Totally Odd Squad

8:30pm Arthur
Cents-Less/Buster The Lounge Lizard

9pm Ready Jet Go!
More Than One Moon/Visit to Mom's Office

9:30pm WordGirl
Two Brains Forgets/Banned on the Run

10pm Sesame Street
Walking The Dog

10:30pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniels Tiger Twirl/You Can Play Your Own Way

11:30pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific
All Tangled Up/Above The Clouds

12am Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Stripy Safari/Wool

12:30am Dinosaur Train
One Smart Dinosaur/Petey The Peteinosaurus

**10 Friday**

8pm Odd Squad: The Movie

9:30pm WordGirl
The Birthday Girl/Granny-Sitter

10pm Sesame Street
Wild Adventure On Sesame Street

10:30pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Safety Patrol/Safety at the Beach

11pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Calm at the Restaurant/Calm In Class

11:30pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Dancing Shoe/ No Honking

12am Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Pick Your Friends/ Finola's Farm

12:30am Dinosaur Train
Dinosaur Camouflage/Family Scavenger Hunt
11 Saturday
8pm Odd Squad: The Movie
9:30pm WordGirl
Two Brains Forgets/Banned on the Run
10pm Let's Go Luna!
Story of Smoothie/Andy The Giant
10:30pm Nature Cat
Stop That Squirrel/Onward and Pondward
11pm Arthur
Fifteen - Parts I & II
11:30pm Arthur
The Last Tough Customer/Brain's Chess Mess
12am Odd Squad
6:00 to 6:05
12:30am Odd Squad
The Trouble with Centigurps/Totally Odd Squad

12 Sunday
8pm Odd Squad: The Movie
9:30pm WordGirl
Two Brains Forgets/Banned on the Run
10pm Let's Go Luna!
A Prickly Pear/Turkish Delight
10:30pm Nature Cat
Houston's Outdoor Adventure/Hotel Hal
11pm Arthur
Cents-Less/Buster The Lounge Lizard
11:30pm Arthur
Buster's Book Battle/on the Buster Scale
12am Odd Squad
Hold The Door/Flatastrophe
12:30am Odd Squad
A Case of the Sing-Alongs/Ms. O Uh-Oh

13 Monday
8pm Odd Squad
Back to the Past/Odd Squad Needs You
8:30pm Arthur
Buster's Secret Admirer/The Last

15 Wednesday
8pm Odd Squad
High Maintenance/Not Ok Computer
8:30pm Arthur
All About D.W./Blockheads
9pm Ready Jet Go!
A Kid's Guide to Mars/Jet 2
9:30pm WordGirl
A Few Words from Wordgirl/Ears to You
10pm Sesame Street
Picture This
10:30pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Finds Something to Do/Daniel's Royal Good Time
11pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Line Leader Daniel/Neighborhood Jobs
11:30pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific
The Legend of Pinkfoot/Flossie The Mossling
12am Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Nick's Cricket/Go with the Flow
12:30am Dinosaur Train
Solar Train/Birdwatching

16 Thursday
8pm Odd Squad
How to Interrogate A Unicorn/The Briefcase
8:30pm Arthur
To Eat Or Not to Eat/S.W.E.A.T.
9pm Ready Jet Go!
Not A Sound/Mindy In Space
9:30pm WordGirl
Shrinkin' in the Ray/Department Store Tobey
10pm Sesame Street
Wild Adventure On Sesame Street
10:30pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Learns About Lizards/Daniel Wonders About Trolley
11pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Gets Frustrated/Frustration at School
11:30pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific Dream Salon/The Duck Stops Here
12am Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Flutter By Butterfly/Pretty In Pink
12:30am Dinosaur Train
Now with Feathers!/A Frill A Minute

17 Friday
8pm Dinosaur Train: Zeppelin Adventure
9pm Dinosaur Train: Submarine Adventure
10pm Sesame Street
Bath Time for Blanky
10:30pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
The Tiger Family Grows/Daniel Learns About Being A Big Brother
11pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
The Baby Is Here
11:30pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific Plastantically Pink/Painting Pixie
12am Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
 Surprise Surprise/A Howling Good Time
12:30am Dinosaur Train
King Cryolophosaurus/Buddy The Tracker

18 Saturday
8pm Dinosaur Train: Zeppelin Adventure
9pm Dinosaur Train: Submarine Adventure
10pm Let's Go Luna!
D'orsay Day/Honey In Paris
10:30pm Nature Cat
Bunyan Trouble/Foggy Feat
11pm Arthur
The Butler Did....What/?/The Trouble with Trophies
11:30pm Arthur
All About D.W./Blockheads
12am Odd Squad
Puppet Show/Mystic Egg Pizza
12:30am Odd Squad
High Maintenance/Not Ok Computer
19 Sunday
8pm Dinosaur Train: Zeppelin Adventure
9pm Dinosaur Train: Submarine Adventure
10pm Let's Go Luna!
Lullaby for Baby Vlad/Space Is The Place
10:30pm Nature Cat
Lights Out for Sea Turtles/Nature Art
11pm Arthur
To Eat Or Not to Eat/S.W.E.A.T.
11:30pm Arthur
Fern And The Case Of The Stolen Story/sue Ellen Vegges Out
12am Odd Squad
How to Interrogate A Unicorn/The Briefcase
12:30am Odd Squad
Best Seats in the House/Agent Obfusco

20 Monday
8pm Odd Squad
Mid-Day in the Garden of Good and Odd/Failure to Lunch
8:30pm Rhythm and Roots of Arthur
9:30pm WordGirl
It's Your Party and I'll Cry if I Want To/Becky's Bad-itude
10pm Sesame Street
Welcome to Sesame Hospital
10:30pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel's New Friend/Same and Different
11pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Someone Else's Feelings/Empathy at School
11:30pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific Peter's Blues/Pink Raspberry
12am Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
The Search for String/Mirror Mirror
12:30am Dinosaur Train
Best Babysitter Ever/Plant A Tree

21 Tuesday
8pm Odd Squad
The Jackie's Invasion of the Body Switchers
8:30pm Arthur
Grandpa Dave's Memory Album/Buster's Carpool Catastrophe
9pm Ready Jet Go!
You Can Call Me Albedo/The Tide Is High
9:30pm WordGirl
The Masked Meat/Marauder/Sandwich World
10pm Sesame Street
Bath Time for Blanky
10:30pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Time for Daniel/There's Time for Daniel and Baby Too
11pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Playtime Is Different/The Playground Is Different With Baby
11:30pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific Don't Wake Norman/Pinkasaurus
12am Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Super Cleaner Uppers/Itty Bitty Water
12:30am Dinosaur Train
Armored Like An Ankylosaurus/Campout!

22 Wednesday
8pm Odd Squad
Rookie Night/Who Let The Dog Out?
8:30pm Arthur
Night of the Tibble/Read and
26 Sunday
8pm Arthur: D.W. and the Beastly Birthday
9pm Rhythm and Roots of Arthur
10pm Let's Go Luna!
Holo Mariachi/Loco for Cocoa
10:30pm Nature Cat
Ice Is Nice/Bird's Eye View
11pm Arthur
Baseball Blues/Brain's Biggest Blunder
11:30pm Arthur
Buster's Garden of Grief/Through The Looking Glasses
12am Odd Squad
Dance Like Nobody Is Watching/Recipe for Disaster
12:30am Odd Squad
Life of O'Brien/Whatever Happened to Agent Oz?

27 Monday
8pm Odd Squad
Odd Outbreak/The Perfect Lunch
8:30pm Arthur
Prunella The Packrat/What's in a Name?
9pm Ready Jet Go!
Mars Rock for Mom/Sean Has A Cold
9:30pm WordGirl
Granny's Goodtime All-Cure Spritzer/Mecha-Mouse
10pm Sesame Street
Hey! Sesame Street News
10:30pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Calm at the Restaurant/Calm In Class
11pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel's Goldfish Dies/Daniel's Strawberry Seeds
11:30pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific Monkey Dance/Royal Peacock Dance
12am Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
A Sweet Deal/King of Swing

28 Tuesday
8pm D.W. and the Beastly Birthday
9pm Rhythm and Roots of Arthur
10pm Let's Go Luna!
Holo Mariachi/Loco for Cocoa
10:30pm Nature Cat
Ice Is Nice/Bird's Eye View
11pm Arthur
Baseball Blues/Brain's Biggest Blunder
11:30pm Arthur
Buster's Garden of Grief/Through The Looking Glasses
12am Odd Squad
Dance Like Nobody Is Watching/Recipe for Disaster
28 Tuesday
8pm Odd Squad
The Cherry-On-Top-Inator/Sir
8:30pm Arthur
So Funny I Forgot to Laugh/The Best Day Ever
9pm Ready Jet Go!
Mindy and Carrot
Bake/Commander Cressida Begins
9:30pm WordGirl
Have You Seen The Remote?/Sidekicked to the Curb
10pm Sesame Street
Dinosaur in the Laundromat
10:30pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Daniel’s Friends Say No/Prince Wednesday Doesn’t Want to Play
11pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Circle Time Squabble/It’s Not Okay to Hurt Someone
11:30pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Lost Voice/Doll Hospital
12am Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Help with Kelp/Treetop Tom
12:30am Dinosaur Train
The Theropod Club/Surprise Party

29 Wednesday
8pm Odd Squad
Rise of the Hydraclops/O Is Not for Old
8:30pm Arthur
Show Off/Dog’s Best Friend
9pm Ready Jet Go!
Moon Face/Lone Star 2 - Rocket Kids!
9:30pm WordGirl
News Girl/Diorama Drama: The Scene of the Crime
10pm Sesame Street
Little Bo Peep Lost Her Cow
10:30pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Miss Elaina Gets Hurt/Daniel Feels Better
11pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Daniel Goes to Sleep/Prince Wednesday Sleeps Over
11:30pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific
The Legend of Pinkfoot/Flossie The Mollusk
12am Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Blue Feet Are Neat/A Little Reef Magic
12:30am Dinosaur Train
Tiny’s Fishing Friend/Butterflies

30 Thursday
8pm Odd Squad
O Is for Opposite/Agent Oksana’s Kitchen Nightmares
8:30pm Arthur
Muffy’s Classy Classics Club/Best Enemies
9pm Ready Jet Go!
My Three Suns/Magnet P.I.
9:30pm WordGirl
Meat with a Side of Cute/Mr. Big Words
10pm Sesame Street
Play Time
10:30pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
King Daniel for the Day
11pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Daniel Takes His Time/Sometime’s It’s Good to Go Slow
11:30pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Star Light, Star Not So Bright/The Opera-Matic
12am Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Sniff and Seek/Aye Aye!
12:30am Dinosaur Train
One Big Frog/Caving with Vlad

31 Friday
8pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
8:30pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum